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Abstract
College and career readiness is an essential component of today’s student education. Students
who graduate from high school without the knowledge and skills they need to succeed in
postsecondary life have been let down by the education system in this country. These
students are largely found in rural, impoverished communities. This project aims to
demonstrate that college and career readiness interventions are necessary and extremely
valuable for high school seniors. I designed a three-day college and career readiness
workshop to match the needs of a small, rural high school in Webster County, WV. Webster
is a small, impoverished county whose school system has suffered from cut-backs and
overcrowding for many years. As a result, the county is well below the national average for
high school graduation and college attendance. The workshop took place October 12-14,
2016. Each day of the workshop was dedicated to a unique theme, including “Find Your
Passion,” “The Pursuit of Education,” and “The Search for a Career.” I took pre- and postworkshop surveys in order to assess the success of this workshop, with an eye to developing
this into a larger scale practice for rural counties. The assessment outcomes and evaluation of
the workshop indicate that interventions such as this improve student knowledge of
postsecondary options and empower them to choose the path most suited to their own life
and values.
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In 2017, college and career readiness programs are becoming much more common for
students at schools which can afford them. While struggling to maintain the quality of their
required courses, such as mathematics and language arts, many Title I schools are not able to
implement college and career readiness curriculum. Programs such as Upward Bound are
making an impact on some students, but are not made available to all of the students who
need them. In an ever-changing economy, it is important to ensure that all students,
regardless of their socioeconomic status, ethnicity, gender, or any other individual
characteristics, are able to keep up with the evolving expectations and skills required of them.
Rural Appalachian schools are particularly vulnerable to falling behind in college and
career education for several social and economic reasons. Webster County High School
(WCHS) in West Virginia is one example of such a school. Though the school participates in
Upward Bound, the program is not systematically offered and made available to all students.
Several students underperform in areas of college and career skills because they are not
afforded the opportunity to learn. AP and dual enrollment programs are offered for students
who qualify, but this fails to address the needs of students who do not take these courses.
This is not the fault of the school, which is struggling with funds and overcrowding, or of the
students themselves. Instead, it is due to a complex set of circumstances created by an unjust
and inequitable social system which perpetuates the poverty and undereducation of rural
Appalachia.
The purpose of this project is to implement a three-day college and career readiness
workshop for WCHS seniors in order to increase their understanding of postsecondary
options and to give them the skills and knowledge they need to pursue their postsecondary
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goals. Education is key in the fight against poverty and injustice. Preparing WCHS seniors
for life after high school is a necessary step to boost their local economy and increase their
access to high-quality postsecondary opportunities. I created and implemented this workshop
specifically targeted at WCHS students’ unique needs, including a fully developed and
interactive workbook, in order to provide them with knowledge, skills, and motivation they
need to pursue their goals.

Background
Webster County, West Virginia has always had a very special place in my heart. The
mountains, creeks, woods, and wildlife are among the most beautiful that I have ever seen.
One of Webster’s most famous sites is Camp Caesar, a gorgeous campground with cabins, a
lake, quiet locations for meditation, and buildings used for local events. Many high school
students get jobs working at Camp Caesar over the summer, either cleaning the grounds or
staffing the kitchen. I was introduced to the campground through my grandmother, who lives
in Webster County.
Camp Caesar is home to Webster County’s 4-H Camp. When I was young, I spent
summers in Webster with my grandmother. Each summer from the age of 9 until the age of
21, I spent a week at 4-H Camp. Because I moved so often as a child, Webster became the
most permanent location in my life, and Camp Caesar became the place that I feel most at
home. Though my mother grew up in Webster County and my grandmother lives there now,
my bond runs far deeper than familial ties. Instead, Webster is my home because of the
incredible friendships I’ve forged over the years at camp. Though I only see my Webster
County friends once a year, they are nearest to my heart.
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This project began when my grandmother informed me that the county middle school
was closed due to funding. The middle school and high school were consolidated, and the
high school lost a large portion of its space, including the school library and the vocational
technology, or vo-tech hallway, in order to accommodate the new students. When some of
my friends started talking about the resources that they lacked for postsecondary planning, I
started to think about ways that I could give back to this community. I spoke to many of my
friends, who attended WCHS at the time, and we discussed the needs of the high school. It
became apparent that many students did not know what they were going to do after high
school, or how they could accomplish any goals that they might have had. From discussions
with my grandmother and with WCHS students, the ideas that led to this workshop began to
form.

Literature Review
Though it seems astounding that WCHS is so underfunded, overcrowded, and unable
to provide students with essential tools for life after graduation, this is not uncommon for
rural Appalachian schools. Appalachia is often characterized by poverty, isolation, and a low
rate of opportunities to work in white-collar jobs (Chenoweth and Galliher 2004, 1). Though
high school graduation rates have increased across the country overall, college completion
rates are exceptionally low in rural areas (Marré 2014). As of 2012, the percentage of persons
aged 25-64 with a college degree was 14 percent lower in rural areas than in urban areas.
Because of the lack of white-collar jobs in rural Appalachia, many of those with college
degrees tend to move into cities in order to improve their own financial situations.
Unfortunately, however, this hurts the local economies by perpetuating a cycle in which the
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inhabitants of rural Appalachia remain undereducated and impoverished (Marré 2014).
Webster County, WV is no exception to this rule. Webster’s rate of persons living in
poverty is shockingly higher than state and national data. The U.S. Census Bureau cautions
that these data cannot be directly compared due to different cost of living estimates within
different areas of the country, but it is still worth looking at to describe the extreme poverty
found in the county.. In 2015, 13.5% of persons living in the US and 17.9% of persons living
in West Virginia were characterized as persons living in poverty (US Census Bureau 2016).
In Webster County, however, 29.6% of the population were considered persons living in
poverty (US Census Bureau 2016). This is over twice the national average and nearly twice
the statewide average.
In addition, high school completion and college completion rates in Webster are
much lower than state and nation-wide statistics. Between 2011 and 2015, only 70.9% of
Webster adults (25 and older) were high school graduates, and 9.3% of the same age group
held a bachelor’s degree or higher (US Census Bureau 2016). This is in stark contrast with
both West Virginia statistics and the United States as a whole, with 85% and 86.7% high
school graduates and 19.2% and 29.8% with bachelor’s degrees or higher, respectively (US
Census Bureau 2016). Webster’s population with bachelor’s degrees or higher is a startling
10% lower than the statewide average, and 20% lower than the national average. Ali and
Saunders assert that:
Over the course of time, the chronic poverty has left rural central Appalachian high
school students to contend with major barriers that are commonly associated with rural
poverty including the following: underfunded schools; sparse investment and no
infrastructure to build economic communities; unemployed or underemployed parents;
inadequate jobs, services, and transportation, which often leads them to pursue limited
economic and educational opportunities (2009, 174).
One study, done by the West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission, looked
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at the rates of 2014-2015 high school graduates who enrolled in an institution of higher
education the following fall (2015). The data compared each county and individual school,
including all private and public high schools in the state. Of the 18,408 students who
graduated from WV high schools in 2015, 10,075, or 57%, enrolled in a higher education
institution in fall 2015. Of the 107 Webster County graduates that year, 43.9% (47) enrolled
in a higher education institution. This includes 22.4% (24) at a public four-year institution,
8.4% (9) at a public two-year institution, 11.2% (12) in an independent college or university,
and 1.8% (2) in an out-of-state institution. Fewer students from WCHS attended a public
four-year institution or a public two year institution than West Virginia graduates in general
(32.6% and 9.6% each), though three times the percent of WCHS students attended a private
or independent institution than West Virginia graduates (3.6%). Webster County, like much
of rural Appalachia, faces poverty and systemic barriers that make student success extremely
difficult.

Characteristics of Rural Schools and Students
It is easy to look at these data and perceive rural students as less motivated or less
intelligent than their urban and suburban counterparts, but this is not the case. There is an
entire complex of local mores and cultural experiences, as well as a variety of institutional
barriers, that contribute to this issue. It is important to first address the idea that lack of
motivation causes poorer outcomes in Appalachian schools. Hardré and colleagues discuss
the factors affecting student motivation and post-graduation outcomes. Researchers gave
questionnaires to 414 students from 10 different schools in the southwestern United States.
Findings from these questionnaires suggest that student motivation is built from an intricate
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web of relationships between attitudes and perceptions (Hardré et al. 2009, 13). Among the
most influential factors are a student’s perceptions of their own competency and evaluation
of the usefulness of the curriculum they have learned. Teacher support also had a significant
effect on student motivation (Hardré et al. 2009, 14). Students who appear unmotivated to
perform in schools may need more support and encouragement from teachers and family in
order to perform at a higher level.
“Resistant” students are also common in rural schools. These are students who “act
out” during class, specifically through behaviors such as sleeping in class, talking over the
teacher, not doing homework, or even causing arguments with faculty in front of other
students. These behaviors are condemned in the school system because they are disruptive.
However, some researchers believe that much can be learned from these students. One study
evaluated Appalachian Ohio junior and senior students who displayed these disruptive
behaviors in class (Hendrickson 2012). Each of the seven students identified (5 males, 2
females) were interviewed by the researcher. Three main themes appeared in these
interviews: family values, relevance of courses to student goals, and misunderstandings
between students and teachers (Hendrickson 2012, 46). If policymakers and teachers made
the effort to understand the actions and behaviors of “resistant” students, conversations about
how to address these behavioral issues and to improve student outcomes can begin.
Ali and Saunders evaluated students’ college and career aspirations in two separate
studies using the Social Cognitive Career Theory. In their original study, the researchers
found that two major cultural factors affecting rural Appalachian students’ college goals are
self-reliance and strong kinship ties (Ali and Saunders 2006). Because of this, students often
rely solely on their own knowledge and family for advice on postsecondary goals. However,
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if family members did not go to college, or did so many years ago, they might not have
access to the information and resources necessary to inform students of all their
opportunities. Family values are also important for rural students. Those who perceive their
parents and other family members as supportive of college are more likely to pursue higher
education than those whose family is not.
The researchers analyzed demographic information, self-efficacy beliefs, perceived
parent support (measured by the parent support index, through which students rate their
parents’ level of encouragement or discouragement regarding 32 items), and educational
outcomes of 87 rural Appalachian 10th and 11th graders. Their findings supported the
hypothesis that parent support was essential in predicting student expectations, more so than
the parent’s occupation or educational status. A student’s self-efficacy beliefs were also
influential (Ali and Saunders 2006). The researchers suggest that engaging parents in
education and career planning for their students will help promote higher education and
career aspirations, as well as the student’s confidence and self-efficacy beliefs.
In addition, the researchers later evaluated career aspirations from 63 9th-12th grade
Appalachian students. They proposed that “high levels of vocational/educational selfefficacy, career decision outcome expectations, perceptions of support, and SES would be
associated with high levels of career aspirations” (Ali and Saunders 2009, 177). Students
were assessed on all of these factors using survey data. Their findings suggested that selfefficacy and their own outcome expectations were strong predictors of their career goals. In
other words, students who feel confident about their ability to do well in school and in their
future careers will plan to pursue more fulfilling career opportunities. On the other hand,
those students who repeatedly fail courses and assignments are less likely to pursue careers
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which offer opportunities for advancement. From these studies, it is apparent that student
goals and performance are not simply an effect of their lack of motivation. In contrast, their
confidence in their own ability to perform and their family’s support are key determiners of
their future aspirations.
Chenoweth and Galliher (2004) take this idea even further, discussing several other
cultural factors that affect a student’s college aspirations. These researchers established
sources that directly influence academic development, sources that indirectly influence
academic development, and sources that were specific to the Appalachian region. Low selfesteem, a sense of school belonging, peer values, regional isolation, and socioeconomic
status were among those not specific to Appalachia. Negative stereotypes regarding rural
Appalachia (i.e., “hillbillies”, “uneducated”) and persistent stereotyped gender roles were
among the most salient factors affecting student outcomes in Appalachia (Chenoweth and
Galliher 2004, 4). The high rate of blue-collar careers, especially mining, timber-work, and
truck-driving, contribute to the poverty in the area, as well as the oppression and lack of
career opportunities for women (Chenoweth and Galliher 2004, 4).
The researchers distributed questionnaires to 242 high school seniors in rural counties
in West Virginia. The questionnaires evaluated students’ college aspirations, school
belonging, academic achievement, and other peer, family, and financial factors. They found
that 69% of students surveyed planned to attend college within the first two years of
graduation (Chenoweth and Galliher 2004, 5). The most consistent factors affecting college
decision making were academic. This included student GPA, if they had participated in
college preparatory curriculum, their perceptions of their own intelligence, and their comfort
in the school setting (Chenoweth and Galliher 2004, 10). Parent variables were also
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important, as Ali and Saunders stipulated. Parent education and peers’ college plans were
more influential for males, while high school curriculum and perceived intelligence were
more significant for females (Chenoweth and Galliher 2004, 12). In addition, males who did
not plan to attend college were more likely to “dismiss” college as an option, while females
were more likely to mention barriers such as lack of information or financial resources
(Chenoweth and Galliher 2004, 9). While the researchers do not know what actual college
attendance rates were for this group, their data is helpful in determining why Appalachian
students may not perceive college as a viable option. Encouragement and increased access to
college and career preparatory curriculum would benefit Appalachian students.

What is college and career readiness?
College and career readiness is a broad category that lacks a clear, enduring
definition. In fact, as of September 2014, 36 states and the District of Columbia each had
individual definitions for college and career readiness (Mishkind 2014, 1). According to the
College and Career Readiness Success Center (CCRS), 33 of the 37 states have single
definitions that encompass college and career readiness, while the other four define college
readiness and career readiness separately. From its review of state definitions, CCRS defined
several “actionable” definitions, which include “concrete skills that students must master to
be considered college and/or career ready” (Mishkind 2014, 3). These definitions can be used
to create standards for students and curriculum which encourages students to meet those
standards. At least one of the six actionable categories listed was found in 21 of the 37 state
definitions, and four of the six categories were found in over half of those 21 definitions. The
categories are: academic knowledge, critical thinking and/or problem solving, social and
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emotional learning, collaboration and/or communication, grit/resilience/perseverance,
citizenship and/or community involvement, and other additional activities (Mishkind 2014,
3-5).
West Virginia is one of the states that defines college and career readiness in one
cohesive definition. This definition emphasizes academic knowledge, skills and tools, as well
as an understanding of all of the postsecondary opportunities available to students. The West
Virginia Department of Education defines college and career readiness as:
College and Career Readiness means that students exit high school prepared for
success in a wide range of high-quality postsecondary opportunities. Specifically,
college and career readiness refers to the knowledge, skills, and dispositions needed
to be successful in postsecondary education and/ or training that lead to employment.
Today’s workplace requires that all workers be lifelong learners in order to advance
in their careers. Therefore, it is necessary that there be a common set of knowledge
and skills that all individuals acquire to successfully transition into postsecondary
education or the workplace. All students should exit high school with a full
understanding of the career opportunities available to them, the education necessary
to be successful in their chosen pathway and a plan to attain their goals.
The website also states that only 15% of the fastest growing jobs in West Virginia will be
available to those without postsecondary education. Because state education statistics are
much lower than the national statistics, West Virginia is very concerned with preparing its
students for postsecondary education in order to support the wellbeing of its citizens.

How can college and career readiness be taught?
While it is simple to say that college and career readiness is essential for the current
generation of students, it is more difficult to determine how these skills should be taught, or
even what those exact skills truly are. Because rural Appalachia represents a unique
population with economic and social issues specific to the region, it is crucial that any
college and career readiness curriculum is tailored to the region’s needs and the needs of the
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students within that region. King (2012) discusses initiatives in rural Appalachian high
schools aimed at increasing the number of students going to college soon after high school,
largely through community and parent involvement. The purpose of the study was to
determine which factors most greatly affected students’ choice and ability to attend college.
The study reviews ten of eleven grant-supported projects in rural Mississippi high schools.
Each of the project leaders was asked to respond to four questions to determine the success of
those initiatives, as well as the leading influences on students’ choice to go to college.
King’s findings were that several factors influence college-going rates, including
community and parental participation in these initiatives. Financial aid workshops aimed at
helping students and parents understand the paperwork and the use of the computer in
completing the FAFSA were deemed important because they allow parents to see that there
are options available for their students. This, in turn, can result in rural parents being more
receptive to the idea of their child attending college. Program leaders found that offering
food at these workshops and making sure that they are well advertised encouraged parents
and community members to attend. ACT preparation workshops helped students learn what
to expect from the ACT, increasing their chances of being accepted to a college. Career
weeks, assistance with completing the FAFSA, and college campus visits were also listed as
important factors. Some teachers, however, stated that they had behavioral issues with
college visits because those students who were not planning to attend a university were not
interested in learning about colleges (King 2012, 23).
Program leaders also found that involving the community in project activities was
important in increasing college-going rates (King 2012, 24). Job shadowing and required
community service would be ways to involve the community in the growth and interest in
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college for rural high school students. Finally, one of the most important factors was making
sure that all of this information is given to students early enough for it to make a difference
(King 2012, 25). If students do not receive information on financial aid and colleges until late
in their senior year, it is of virtually no use to them. Every aspect of the program must be
tailored to the needs of the students, and that includes when the program takes place.
While King discusses the factors that contribute to college and career readiness in
rural Appalachia, she does not provide a comprehensive system for teaching the information.
Instead of emphasizing a single experience or accomplishment, Barnett proposes a system
that emphasizes the “accumulation of momentum points” (Barnett 2016, 1). Momentum
points are defined as experiences and attainments that meet two criteria: they must be “(1)
supported by research evidence and (2) made possible through collaborative work between
high schools and colleges” (Barnett 2016, 1). There are three main categories in which
students can gain momentum points: academic knowledge and skills, noncognitive skills, and
college cultural capital. These momentum points are intended to “propel them to and through
their first year of college” (Barnett 2016, 3).
Within academic knowledge and skills, Barnett provides two experiences and three
attainments that provide momentum for students. The experiences are participating in
difficult courses in high school and taking college-level courses through AP, dual enrollment,
or IB courses. These are both intended to get students accustomed to college-level work and
to get them to participate in critical thinking and writing (Barnett 2016, 5). Attainments in
this category include math and English knowledge required for college-level (non-remedial)
courses, earning a good GPA, and earning at least six college credits (generally two courses)
during high school.
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Noncognitive skills are also crucial for college success. Barnett defines two
experiences and two attainments which contribute to a student’s momentum chain. The
experiences include opportunities to establish personal goals and direction and opportunities
to develop and strengthen a range of noncognitive skills predictive of college success. Those
skills include grit and time-management. Good attendance and showing readiness on a
noncognitive assessment are the attainments in this category (Barnett 2016, 10).
The final category, college cultural capital, includes “knowledge, tools, and assets
required to navigate the transition to college” (Barnett 2016, 12). This category also contains
two experiences and two attainments. The experiences are exposure to college norms and
expectations and validation by high school and college faculty. Barnett states that “Students,
especially those from traditionally underserved groups, are likely to lack confidence in
themselves unless they are actively ‘validated’ as capable students by members of the
academic community” (13). The attainments are completing one or more college applications
and the FAFSA and commitment to attend a college in the fall following graduation (Barnett
2016, 14).
If schools wish to see demonstrable changes from these programs, they must be made
systematically available to all students. This means that schools must make sure that all
initiatives are offered and found within time frames available to every student (Barnett 2016,
15). In addition, requiring community colleges and high schools to cooperate in the creation
of these programs means that high schools will understand what community colleges are
looking for, and that community colleges will be accepting more students who are college
ready and do not need to take remedial courses (Barnett 2016, 16). Offering incentives for
both high schools and colleges to participate in these collaborative initiatives is an important
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step in ensuring that they are successfully carried out.

How is college and career readiness measured?
In order to determine whether students are meeting college and career goals, their
progress and readiness must be measured. For West Virginia, college and career readiness is
focused on “the knowledge, skills, and dispositions needed to be successful in postsecondary
education and/ or training that lead to employment” (West Virginia Department of
Education). To measure students’ knowledge, skills, and dispositions, an assessment or series
of assessments must be employed. Several such tests exist currently, though most them focus
on either college or career readiness, and determine cognitive and academic skills such as
reading comprehension, math skills, etc., more than non-cognitive skills, such as
communication, collaboration, and conflict resolution.
The ACT WorkKeys assessment, for example, measures three skills: Reading for
Information, Applied Mathematics, and Locating Information (LeFebvre 2015, 3). These are
all academic skills geared toward creating career ready students. Upon completing the test,
students can view the ACT JobPro database, which presents job clusters with high education,
middle education, and low education sections for over 1,000 careers. Students can view skills
required for 85% of occupations in that cluster and education group (LeFebvre 2015, 12).
This particular test is an excellent measure of a student’s readiness in regards to cognitive
skills, but there are several issues with an assessment like this. First, it does not address the
importance of noncognitive skills and does not test student understanding of interviews,
resumes, and other important career skills. Additionally, students who receive low or failing
scores may be disheartened. This often leads to lower confidence and career aspirations (Ali
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and Saunders 2009; Chenoweth and Galliher 2004).
Two other tests, the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers
(PARCC) and Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) exams have both
been used in Massachusetts to examine students’ academic preparedness for college or to
graduate high school. The MCAS has been in place since three years prior to the No Child
Left Behind Act mandated similar tests (Nichols-Barrer et. al 2016, 71). However, when
Massachusetts joined the Common Core State Standards in 2010, educators were faced with
the dilemma of continuing the use of the MCAS or adopting a new test, the PARCC, which
aligned with Common Core standards.
A study was issued to compare the two tests to determine which was more effective
in predicting student success in college. The researchers found that the scores on the math
and language arts sections of both tests were positively correlated with college outcomes, and
that the the differences between their predictive validity were insignificant (Nichols-Barrer
et. al 2016, 72). However, PARCC’s cutoff scores were much higher in math, meaning that
students who scored as proficient in the PARCC were more likely to get even higher grades
than those who only scored proficient in MCAS. This may be because the PARCC was
created to identify students who are prepared for college level coursework, while the MCAS
was created to measure proficiency for state standards for graduation. In either case, these
tests only examine a student’s academic preparedness for college, but fails to determine
whether they are prepared on other levels, such as understanding of various financial aid
possibilities or the college application process.
All three of the tests I discussed above may cause students who perform poorly to feel
unprepared and even unfit for college, particularly if they do not achieve high scores.
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Providing remediation and encouragement for those who do not do well on assessments like
this is crucial for increasing their confidence and ability to successfully pursue postsecondary
education. Too often, students who need remediation after graduating high school do not
finish college. The requirements for remedial courses and the fact that they do not grant
credit discourages students from continuing their education. Programs like New York’s
CUNY Start are leading the way in improving outcomes for students who need remediation.
CUNY Start is a one semester program in which students put off taking all other courses for
a semester of non-credit remedial courses. The cost for the entire semester is $75, including
textbooks, which appeals to students from low-income backgrounds. It consists of 25 hours a
week, including 12 hours of mathematics, 12 hours of reading/writing, and one hour of a
college success seminar (Scrivener and Logue 2016, 4). Students are encouraged to write and
participate in discussions, as opposed to lecture often found in traditional remedial
classrooms.
A study of the CUNY Start program found that it was significantly more successful
than traditional developmental courses. Sixty-two percent of CUNY Start students who
needed remediation in writing reached college-level proficiency by the end of the program,
as compared with only 26% of students in a one-semester long remedial writing course. In
addition, 53% of CUNY Start students who needed remediation in math reached collegelevel proficiency as compared with 10 percent of the control group (Scrivener and Logue
2016, 6). This kind of semester long program would be beneficial for students who fail to
meet academic standards of college readiness because it gives students the time to catch up
without forcing them to take other courses at the same time. If high schools and community
colleges were to work together, as recommended by Barnett, community colleges may offer
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similar initiatives as a summer program to remediate recent high school graduates. This
would allow students who need remediation to improve their own likelihood of finishing
college, regardless of their academic ability upon graduation.
Methods and Materials
Methods
Funding for this workshop came from several donations. GoFundMe was the major
source of donations, gathering $480. Volunteers carpooled to Webster County and stayed in a
cabin at Camp Caesar. Volunteers paid for their own gas and dinner, but the rest of the
expenses were paid through donations.
This workshop was created with the framework of Barnett’s “momentum” system, as
well as the activities from King’s study on Mississippi schools, in mind. Each of the three
days was dedicated to a particular goal and utilized different teaching techniques in order to
reach those goals. A combination of lectures, readings, group discussions, individual and
group presentations, and research was used to appeal to all learning types. Each day began
with an introduction, followed by curriculum, and ended with a cluster discussion. There
were 88 students in the senior class, all of whom participated in this workshop. However,
many students had to leave throughout the day due to work, sports, or other extracurricular
activities.
Nine volunteers (including myself) participated in the workshop. Each volunteer
became the cluster leader of a small cluster of approximately 10 students. The school only
had about 50 computers, so we had to split the clusters into two larger groups, with five
clusters in one group and four in the other. While one group was in the computer lab doing
research or projects, the other spent time in lecture and activities in the gym.
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Materials
An interactive workbook was developed for this workshop with the specific needs of
WCHS in mind (see Appendix A). It was designed using Adobe InDesign and printed by
DocuCopies. The workbook was contained four main sections: one section for each day of
the workshop and a resources section for future use. The purpose of the workbook was to
give students something tangible from the workshop so that they would be able to review
what they learned. Though much of it is applicable to students of all backgrounds, many
sections (such as the financial aid project and the college admissions information) were
tailored to West Virginia and Webster County students. It is my hope that future WCHS
students will be able to look at their older sibling’s workbook and have the resources they
need to apply for school and financial aid.
The pre-test and post-test (see Appendix B) were both created based off information
from the workbook and curriculum taught at the workshop. They had 26 scored questions
and four opinion questions. The two tests were found in the exact same order. The evaluation
(see Appendix C) was created based on the workshop as well. Students were meant to rate
six statements on a scale of 1-5 (from strongly disagree to to strongly agree), and write short
answers to four opinion questions. The pre-test and post-test were meant to measure how
much students learned, while the evaluation was meant to gauge how students felt about the
workshop. Both elements were important in gauging the overall success of the workshop.

Explore Your Passion
Because West Virginia’s definition of college and career readiness emphasizes a
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student’s “full understanding of the career opportunities available to them, the education
necessary to be successful in their chosen pathway and a plan to attain their goals,” the first
day (October 12, 2016) of this workshop focused on encouraging students to think about
their postsecondary options (West Virginia Department of Education). We began the day
with an orientation during which all the volunteers introduced themselves to the entire group.
Then, we split into nine smaller groups, called clusters. Clusters were made up of one
volunteer and approximately 10 students. Each cluster leader, had approximately 20 minutes
to meet and bond with their students. Next, students took the pre-test. Once each group was
finished with their pre-tests, the students moved on to the career assessments found in their
workbooks. This assessment was meant to make students think about the kinds of careers that
they may be interested in. Instead of assigning them to a specific career, the assessment
assigned them to general fields, such as agriculture, education, human services, and Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM).
After the career assessments, one group went to the computer lab to do a career
project, which lasted two periods (approximately an hour and a half). The other group spent
one period working on “education sessions” and the second period in a college life panel. For
the career project, students were told to choose a career field in which they were interested
(regardless of what their career assessments said) and to research three careers in that field.
Each career was supposed to be at a different education point (one that required a high school
diploma, one that required an undergraduate degree, and one that required a graduate degree).
Their research included necessary education, what an average day in that career might look
like, the career outlook for WV and the US in general, and starting and average salaries in
WV and the US. After researching their career, they created poster presentations on large
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sheets of paper. They then presented their posters within their cluster. The purpose of this
project was to give students research and presentation experience, as well as a chance to set
goals for themselves regarding potential careers.
While one group was creating their career projects, the other group started with
education sessions. Each volunteer was tasked with researching one of the five education
options discussed: community and technical colleges, universities, military, work-based
learning, and distance/online education. Information on less common postsecondary options,
such as the military, work-based learning, and distance/online education were emphasized,
though community college and university were discussed as well. The students started with
their own clusters and rotated through each volunteer’s presentation. The presentations were
approximately five minutes each, with two minutes for students to ask questions afterwards.
The purpose of this exercise was to teach students about different post-secondary options,
particularly for those who were not aware of all of the options available to them. The group
then went to lunch and came back to the college life panel. The premise of this activity was
to let seniors hear directly from college students about what college is like. Cluster leaders
spoke about their experiences with each topic and allowed students to ask questions and
discuss with them. The topics covered social, financial, and academic questions.
After both groups participated in the career projects, the education sessions, and the
panel, all of the students and volunteers came together to discuss college choice. While we
emphasized the fact that there were options other than university, we wanted to discuss the
importance of choosing the university that best fit each student’s specific needs. We
discussed characteristics of the student body, the environment of the school, tuition, financial
aid availability, distance from home, available resources (such as Tutoring Centers, fitness
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classes, club sports), faculty and staff, and academic programs. After the presentation,
students went back to their clusters to discuss school choice with their cluster leaders.
The last hour of the day was spent with cluster reflections and then free time within
the gymnasium. For 30 minutes, students spent time discussing what they learned and asking
their leaders anything that needed to be clarified from the day. Students were then dismissed
for the day.

The Pursuit of Education
The second day of the workshop focused primarily on college admissions and
financial aid. Ideally, the entire day would have been devoted to this. However, because the
final day of the workshop was functioning on a two-hour delay, as well as an early dismissal
for the school’s homecoming activities, some of the career activities planned for the final day
were moved to the second day. The day began with a brief overview of the schedule. The
first activity of the day was a lecture on college admissions. Volunteers presented on the
admissions process, including the Common App, when to apply, what to do if they were
deferred or rejected, and what to expect of the admission process from five of the schools
that most WCHS students generally apply to. Additionally, we discussed admissions
interviews and application essays.
The next lecture focused on the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).
Because many students struggle with this application, we dedicated an entire period (45
minutes) to teaching it. The information that was covered included what FAFSA is, why,
how, and when to apply, who can see the information on the FAFSA, and how much aid a
student can expect. During cluster reflections at the end of the day, I offered to complete the
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FAFSA4caster on my laptop for students who thought it would benefit them. This tool is
essentially a simplified version of a FAFSA meant to predict how much aid a student might
get, and it helped students who believed that they might have to do the FAFSA without the
help of a parent or guardian.
The next two periods were broken up due to computer lab access. The first group
began with a financial aid project. Each cluster was assigned a specific type of financial aid.
The types of aid assigned included: the Federal Pell Grant, Iraq and Afghanistan Service
Grant, Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, Federal Direct Subsidized
Loans, Federal Direct Unsubsidized Loans, Federal Direct PLUS Loans, Sallie Mae, Work
Study, West Virginia Higher Education Grant, and West Virginia PROMISE Scholarship.
Each group researched the assigned type of aid. The cluster leaders worked with their
clusters to create a group project about their aid. Because there were only nine clusters and
10 types of aid, I made a presentation on Sallie Mae ahead of time.
During this time, the other group attended a lecture on scholarships. Students learned
what scholarships are, how to find and apply for them, and scholarships for which they may
be qualified. They then spent time with their cluster leaders brainstorming activities,
experiences, and skills that they had that might qualify them for a scholarship. They wrote
these ideas in their workbooks for future use. Students then went to lunch and switched
rooms to complete the other activity.
After both groups completed their project research, the clusters spent one period
presenting the research to the entire senior class. This activity was intended to teach students
about different types of financial aid, but also to get them to work collaboratively and to give
them more presentation experience. Each student was required to say at least one sentence
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during the 3-5 minute presentations. Student workbooks had space for students to take notes
about each kind of aid. Though students did have to talk in front of the entire senior class, we
attempted to alleviate the stress associated with that by allowing them to present in groups.
Once presentations were done, we spent 30 minutes discussing “networking” and
social media. Students learned what networking is and why it is important during high school
and college. They watched a video from Phoenix Career Corner titled “Professional
Networking Tips from Career Expert Kathryn Minshew.” This video discusses how to be
authentic and professional when networking, as opposed to seeming like someone who is
simply using another person for their own gain. Afterwards, we discussed the importance of
using the internet to benefit oneself in a professional manner. We first taught students about
Job Boards such as Indeed and Monster. Then, students learned about the importance of
keeping one’s social media professional. Students brainstormed some unprofessional things
that might cause an employer to terminate an employee or to not hire them in the first place.
Finally, students learned about LinkedIn, which is a social media website that encompasses
networking, finding jobs, and professionalism.
This activity was particularly important because many students do not realize how
their social media is used by potential employers to make hiring decisions. We emphasized
the fact that colleges and potential employers can find posts that might be considered
unprofessional and unsavory. Because we finished this activity approximately 10 minutes
early, one of the volunteers suggested that we teach students how to properly handshake.
Two volunteers demonstrated, then the clusters practiced with one another. This turned out to
be a beneficial use of our time, as many students noted that they did not know how to give a
professional handshake.
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The last project of the day, which spread out until the third day, was either a resume
clinic or interview clinic. The resume clinic began with 15 minutes of lecture. The topics of
the lecture ranged from things that should or should not be on a resume, formatting, and
cover letters. The students then created resumes with the help of their cluster leaders.
Students who finished early wrote sample cover letters or helped other students with their
resumes. This activity benefitted students because they were able to create professional
resumes, but also learned how to tailor resumes and cover letters for future careers.
The interview clinic also included a 15 minute lecture and 30 minutes to practice
interviews in their clusters. The lecture included interview preparation, tips, sample
questions, questions for the interviewee to ask the interviewer, the importance of sending a
thank you letter after an interview, and a section on how to “dress for success” with examples
of inappropriate interview or workplace outfits. For the activity, students partnered up to
practice interviewing one another. Their workbooks had a list of questions they might ask
one another, as well as a section with the questions “What did I do well?” and “What do I
need to work on?” The students spent 10 minutes on each interview and five minutes
discussing what each student did well. This added up to approximately 30 minutes of practice
time. The volunteers walked around and asked students potential questions to keep them on
track and to check their progress.
For the final period of day two, students reflected on the day in their clusters. When
all of the clusters were done reflecting, students were dismissed.

The Search for a Career
The final day of the workshop focused on finishing the career curriculum and
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bringing all of the information together. The day started with a two-hour delay, which
allowed volunteers the time to pack up all of their stuff and get ready to leave at the end of
the school day. The first activity was either the resume clinic or interview clinic, depending
on which group the students were in. Right after that, students went to lunch.
Following lunch, students completed the post-test and workshop evaluations. Once
the tests and evaluations were collected and filed away, cluster leaders were given the answer
keys for the test. Students were able to discuss the correct answers to each question. Clusters
then reflected on the entire workshop. Students asked questions about the material and were
given time to discuss how the workshop impacted them personally. Because many of the
volunteers may never return to Webster County, they spent another 15 minutes bonding with
their clusters and saying goodbye. At that point, it was time for the seniors to leave for their
homecoming parade.

Results
The pre-test and post-test for this workshop were the same questions in the same
order. There were 30 questions, with 26 scored questions and four opinion questions. Each
question was graded and entered into a spreadsheet. Those questions that were answered
correctly by 50% or less of students were marked as “urgently needs attention.” Those that
were answered correctly by 51%-75% of students were marked as “needs attention.” The rest
of the questions were not marked for concern. Each question was analyzed individually and
in relationship to the other questions on the test.

Pre-test Results
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Eighty-eight students took the pre-test, though one student did not complete the back
page (questions 19-30, see Appendix B). Twenty-one of the 26 scored questions were
marked for concern, while only five were answered correctly by at least 75% of the senior
class. Four questions were marked as “needs attention” while 17 were marked as “urgently
needs attention”. Questions 8, 15, and 20 were missed by more than 80% of students, and
were deemed most urgent of the topics to be addressed. The pre-tests were not graded until
after the first full day of curriculum, but each of the three questions that were missed most
often were addressed on later days of the workshop. The average score on the pre-test was
47%, with a range of 23%-73% (see figure 1).

Figure 1. WCHS workshop pre-test scores
The next section included four opinion questions. The first question asked students to
rate how prepared they felt for life after high school on a scale of 1-5, with 5 representing
most prepared. The average rating was 2.95, with most students rating their preparedness as 3
(n=33) or 4 (n=34). The next question asked students to circle which postsecondary option
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they had considered, including military, university, technical schools, and online or distance
education. The majority of students (n=50, 57%) listed university as the only option they had
considered. Technical schools were considered by 17 students, and distance education and
military were each considered by six students. Some students listed more than one potential
option. The most common response was military and university (n=5). Question 29 asked
students if they thought this workshop would benefit their school. Students could circle the
answer “yes”, “no”, or “I’m not sure”. Fifty students answered yes, while five responded no
and 32 said “I’m not sure”. Interestingly, none of the respondents who answered “no”
indicated an interest in attending university; one said technical school, one said military, and
three were interested in online or distance education.
The final question on the test asked students what they were most nervous about in
regards to graduating high school. Students wrote their own answers instead of circling one,
in order to better represent what areas caused the most student concern. Twenty-one students
either failed to answer or wrote “N/A” or “none”. The most common response was related to
adult life (n=29). This category included responses such as “big boy life” and
“responsibilities”. The next most common answer was related to college (n=20). These
responses included “college applications,” “finding out which courses to take for your field,”
and “choosing the right college.” Nine of those 20 responses indicated some level of selfdoubt. One student stated, “Not actually being accepted into college, and if I do get accepted,
not failing the first semester”. Adapting to a new environment also seemed to be a stressor
for students. Ten students indicated that a new environment, including new food, new places,
getting along with new people, or leaving familiar people was their biggest concern.
Financial aid and paying for college (n=4), general success (n=2), and walking on stage
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(n=1) were also concerns for some students.

Post-test results
Twelve questions, as compared with five in the pre-test, were not marked for concern
at all in the post-test. In addition, ten were marked as “needs attention” and only four were
marked as “urgently needs attention”, as compared to 17 in the pre-test. Every question
improved from the pre-test to the post-test except for question 25, which declined from 34%
correct to 29% correct. Each question that was marked as “urgently needs attention” in the
post-test was reviewed individually to determine why less than 50% of students marked it
incorrectly. The mean score increased from 47% to 67%, and the range was 27%-96% (see
figure 2).

Figure 2. WCHS workshop post-test scores
Each of the questions marked “urgently needs attention” except for one were intended
to be taught on the third day, but were mixed in with day two due to scheduling issues. The
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only question that was not a career related question asked the following: “True or False: You
cannot receive more aid than the total cost of attendance at your school.” The answer to this
question is true, and it was addressed directly in the FAFSA lecture. The other three most
missed questions were career related. Two of the three were true or false answers. The
wording in question 11 may have been ambiguous enough to cause students who understood
the lesson to answer incorrectly. It stated: “True or False: You should keep your LinkedIn
profile very basic and conservative.” While the answer is false, this is counterintuitive for
most students. The lecture on Networking and the Internet stated that a LinkedIn profile
should utilize all resources, and should never be too basic. Question 15 stated: “True or
False: A cover letter should simply restate what you said in your resume.” The answer to this
question is false, because a cover letter should include things that cannot be put in a resume,
such as stories and statements that make the candidate stand out more than others.
Question 25 was especially concerning, because the number of students who
answered it correctly actually decreased from the pre-test to the post-test. This could be a
result of the smaller sample, but it was worth review in either case. The question was
multiple choice. It asked, “Which type of resume is best for recent graduates with no job
experience or people who are changing professions?” The choices were: (A) Functional, (B)
Chronological, (C) Combination, and (D) It doesn’t matter. The correct answer was A. Most
students who answered this question incorrectly said C (37%) or B (27%). Only 29% of
students marked this question correctly. It is completely possible that this topic was not
addressed well enough during the resume lecture, or that students were more concerned with
the overall information about resumes than the smaller details.
When rating their perceived preparedness for life after high school, some students
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wrote in answers such as 4.5 or 6. In these cases, the number was rounded down to the
closest number on the scale (1-5). For example, the score of 4.5 was rounded down to 4. The
average score increased slightly from 2.95 to 3.11. None of the students answered that they
were least prepared and only four indicated a score of 2. Most of the students (n=28) circled a
score of 4. The next question asked students to circle which postsecondary option they had
considered, including university, military, technical schools, and distance or online
education. Thirty-five of the 52 (67%) students indicated that they wanted to pursue
university education, as compared with 57% before the workshop, a ten percent increase
from the pre-test. When asked whether they thought this workshop was beneficial for the
seniors at their high school, 36 students said yes, 4 said no, and 12 were still unsure.
Interestingly, the percent of students who stated that the workshop did benefit their school
increased from 58% to 69%, and the percent of those who stated that it did not benefit their
school also increased, from 5.7% to 7.7%.
In the final question, to which students wrote in their own answers, five students
responded that they were not nervous. College was most commonly cited (n=16), with six of
those responses related to self-doubt. A new environment was the next most commonly cited
category (n=13). Adult life was a close third, with eleven student votes. This category
decreased from the most cited to the third most cited cause of anxiety. General success (n=3),
financial aid (n=3), and “our next president” (n=1) were also listed.

Evaluation results
The evaluation given to students at the end of the workshop (see Appendix C)
consisted of six statements to which students rated and a section for students to write in short
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responses. The rating scale ranged from 1-5, with one signifying strongly disagree and five
signifying strongly agree. A score of three would represent no opinion or no change. The first
statement read, “I felt like this workshop was well organized and planned out.” The average
score was a 4.25/5. Three of the 52 students gave the workshop a rating of 5 in all categories
except for organization. The second statement read, “The content of the workshop was
applicable to my own life.” The average score was 4.46. The third statement read, “I am
more likely to apply to or attend college than I was before this workshop.” The average score
was 3.96. This statement received several (15) scores of 3, suggesting that no change
occurred from the beginning of the workshop. The fourth statement read, “I would
recommend this workshop for other high school seniors in my state.” The average score was
4.46. The fifth statement read, “I feel more prepared to pursue my goals after high school.”
The average score was 4.15. The final statement read, “I feel like this workshop benefitted
myself and my school.” The average score was 4.35.
The following questions required short, written responses from the students. The first
question was “If you could add any topic to the curriculum of this workshop, what would it
be?” Twenty-five students responded with nothing to add or did not respond. Six students
wanted volunteers to help them complete their own scholarship applications, while five
students suggested the same for the FAFSA. Four students wrote in money management and
three wanted to add curriculum on filing taxes and writing checks. Two students each
requested more information on student loans and time management. Finally, one student each
suggested information on what to do after being admitted to college, body language in social
settings, more college life information, leadership training, and entrance exams.
The next question was “Were there any topics that you found irrelevant or
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unnecessary?” Forty-five students answered that there were not. Two students noted that they
already knew everything from the workshop. Two others found the handshake exercise
unnecessary. One person answered “some, yes.” One other person said that the college life
panel was unnecessary, and one stated that the slideshows needed work.
The third written answer question was “What activity or lesson did you find most
valuable to your life?” Five students did not answer this question. Some students wrote in
more than one answer. The FAFSA lecture (17) and resume clinic (13) were considered most
valuable to the most students. The financial aid research project (5) and the interview clinic
(5) were also written in by several students. Three students found the scholarship lecture to
be most valuable, and two believed that the college application lecture was most valuable.
College choice, the handshake activity, the discussion of life balance (found in the college
life panel), college admissions information, importance of time management, and the career
project were all written in one time each. All of the activities written in as most irrelevant
were also considered most valuable to at least one student, justifying their presence in the
workshop.
The final section left room for students to write in any additional questions or
comments. Most students either left this blank, or simply wrote “thank you.” Three students
suggested that the workshop would have been more successful if it had utilized more handson activities. One student wrote, “The workshop could have been a little more interactive. A
lot of the information was lost during the lecture.” Another said, “Overall I enjoyed it, but
there should be more hands-on activities. It was a really long/boring experience a lot of the
time.” Others thanked specific volunteers for being especially helpful. “Augustin is
awesome! Helped me understand things better.” “It was a great program! Darrell was
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awesome.” One student stated that the program itself was great but needed to be more
organized. Several simply stated that they found the workshop to be helpful, fun, or
educational. One said, “Loved this! It was very educational and planned out very well.”

Summary of Results
Student scores increased significantly from the pre-test to the post-test. The mean
score increased by 20%, while the upper end of the range increased by 23%. The lower end
of the range showed no significant difference. Because at least one of the students in the
senior class struggled with low literacy skills, it is possible that the written form of the test
was partially responsible for the lower scores. The increase in scores suggest that students are
better prepared for life after high school through their newfound knowledge of college and
career readiness (see figure 3).

Figure 3. Pre-test and post-test scores
The evaluation scores suggest that students believe the workshop was successful. The
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ratings for questions 1-6 all averaged to approximately 4 out of 5. This suggests that students
enjoyed the workshop and found it to be a valuable resource. In addition, all of the
substantive answers to the question about the most irrelevant activity (i.e., not “nothing,”
“some,” or “all of it”) were found in both the most irrelevant section and the most valuable
section. This justifies keeping those activities, because they were valuable to at least one
student. The FAFSA lecture was most valuable to the most people, but it was also one of the
activities that most students wanted to learn more about. One-on-one help with FAFSA and
applications would be beneficial for students who have to complete them on their own, or for
students whose parents do not have the information to give the necessary help.

Discussion
This workshop was designed to empower students to pursue their postsecondary
goals, regardless of what those goals may be, and to provide them with the knowledge and
tools that they need to successfully achieve those goals. Barnett’s momentum framework and
King’s factors were used to create this workshop. Students were encouraged to learn and
grow, instead of simply doing well on the post-workshop assessment. Because this workshop
was only three days long, much of the curriculum was very basic. Academic knowledge and
skills were not fully due to the time constraints of the workshop. However, longer workshops
and semester long courses should address these skills in order to assess a student’s ability to
enter an institution of higher education without remediation.
Noncognitive skills, which are not often addressed in the academic setting, were an
essential part of the curriculum in this workshop. Every one of Barnett’s attainments and
experiences within this category were met by students. Specifically, students were able to
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consider their future goals during the first day of the workshop. The career project and
education sessions allowed students to understand the full scope of opportunities available to
them. The college life panel taught students the importance of conscientiousness, time
management, and study habits in the academic setting, as well in one’s personal life. The
assessments tested both cognitive and non-cognitive skills, giving students an opportunity to
assess their own preparedness for life after high school.
College cultural capital was emphasized throughout the workshop, as well, in order to
increase student understanding of what to expect from college. Most of the second day of the
workshop was intended to expose students to college norms and expectations. Validation
turned out to be one of the most important issues during the workshop. One student said that
she wasn’t able to go to college because she was “too dumb” (her words). Upon speaking
with her, it became clear that she wasn’t getting the validation she needed. Several students
cited expectation of failure as their greatest anxiety for life after high school. These responses
were similar to findings from previous studies in rural Appalachia (Ali and Saunders 2009;
Chenoweth and Galliher 2004). Volunteers were instructed to validate students as often as
possible. While most students would not say that validation was important to them (as is
congruent with Ali and Saunders’ evaluations of rural Appalachian students as lacking
confidence in their academic ability and often being overly self-reliant), it was clear through
the workshop that this was essential for students’ confidence and success.
Many of the activities listed in King’s research were also utilized in this workshop.
Financial aid workshops, college application information, and career research were essential
for student growth. As King found, students had varying success with different activities.
While some found the handshake activity and the college life panel to be irrelevant, others
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listed them as the most valuable activities. Each student has unique needs when it comes to
learning about college and career information. It is important to provide resources for every
student, regardless of what their specific goals are. This may mean that some activities are
less appealing to certain students, but the point is to make sure that everyone gains something
valuable from the program.
The overall findings of this workshop suggest that teaching high school seniors
college and career readiness curriculum contributes to their confidence and their ability to
successfully pursue their goals. The average score from the pre-test to the post-test increased
by 20%, and the upper end of the range increased by 23%. The lower end of the range did not
increase significantly, which may be a result of the written format of the test. All of the
questions except for one (question 25) improved from the first assessment to the second. In
addition, the number of students who were considering university education increased from
57% to 67%. This, of course, could be a result of the sampling bias resulting from students
who had to leave early. However, these outcomes demonstrate that students were more
knowledgeable about college and career readiness curriculum.
Though students were taught the basics of the FAFSA, volunteers were not able to
help individual students fill out their applications. A sample FAFSA (through the
FAFSA4caster) was completed for students who needed more assistance. However, some
students still indicated on their evaluations that they would have liked more help on the
FAFSA. This is consistent with findings in previous studies that students benefit from
mentors who help them fill out FAFSA and other applications (King 2012). While we were
not able to provide mentors for this workshop, future initiatives with greater resources will
benefit from utilizing personal mentors.
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Several students mentioned that the workshop would have been more successful if it
had utilized more hands-on activities. Though there was at least one project every day, much
of the workshop took place in a lecture format. Other methods of disseminating information,
such as having students read on their own and discuss in a group, having students teach one
another, or even simply teaching the lectures in clusters instead of large groups may have
been more effective than large lecture. In addition, small games, such as a college life bingo,
or competitions between clusters could have encouraged students to learn the material and
engage them in a fun way.
Integration of the community and parents would likely have benefitted the outcomes
of this workshop as well. Parent knowledge of FAFSA and scholarships, especially, would
have been valuable for several students. One student said that she wasn’t sure if she could go
to college because her grandparents (her guardians) would not be able to help her complete
the FAFSA. Family support and encouragement are also essential for students in this region.
Integrating family and community members into student goal planning, as King suggests,
would allow the community to gain an understanding of what options are available for their
youth. Future projects should engage parents and the community in order to further improve
college going rates.
In addition, we found out at the workshop that WCHS participated in Upward Bound.
Upward Bound is a federally funded program run through West Virginia State University. It
is a part of the TRIO programs, which also include Student Support Services and Upward
Bound Math & Science. They are intended to “help students who are either low-income or
first generation to enroll and graduate from college” (West Virginia State University “TRIO
Programs”). While this program is an excellent source for students who enroll, it is not a
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requirement at Webster, and not every student qualifies to enroll. As Barnett states, “...high
schools and colleges make these opportunities available, but do not systematically offer them
to all students… Thus, the impact on student outcomes is likely to be less than schools
intend, except in the case of students who actively seek out multiple opportunities” (Barnett
2016, 15).
Unfortunately, the livelihood of programs such as Upward Bound may be at stake
under the current presidential cabinet. President Trump’s proposed 2018 budget cuts $193
million from federal TRIO programs “in areas that have limited evidence on the overall
effectiveness in improving student outcomes” (United States Office of Management and
Budget 2017, 18). At this point, it is fairly unclear what this means for the future of programs
such as Upward Bound. The proposal is still under the process of review, so there is hope for
change. In the meantime, initiatives such as this college and career readiness workshop are
crucial in maintaining a level of education necessary to ensure that rural high school students
are able to succeed in their postsecondary lives.

Limitations
There are limitations within this project which need to be addressed. The first is that
this workshop was limited for time and funds. In an ideal world, this project would have been
a cohort study. The WCHS class of 2017 would have taken the pre-test at the beginning of
their senior year, and then again at the end of the senior year. This would have given us
comparative data to see what our students learned as compared with what they would have
likely learned without this intervention. In addition, graduation rates, college-going rates, and
college graduation rates would have been recorded for both 2016 and 2017 WCHS graduates.
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As that is not the case, the current data does not demonstrate long-term effects of this
workshop.
The representativeness of the data presented is also questionable. Because many
students had to leave the workshop for work, athletics, or other extracurricular activities,
certain populations of the student body were not represented in the post-test. The workshop
was also only provided to one small school in rural Appalachia. The small sample size affects
the representativeness of the entire rural Appalachian region. As with many small projects of
this nature, more workshops will need to be provided to other schools throughout the region
in order to determine it effectiveness in Appalachia as a whole.

Conclusion
In 2010 Irina Bokova, the Director General of UNESCO, said, “Provided it is
inclusive and of good quality, education is the wisest insurance against poverty. It creates a
virtuous circle by giving people the knowledge and skills they need to make informed
decisions and improve their livelihoods.” Education is the key to ending poverty and social
inequity in our current political system. Encouraging rural Appalachian students to pursue
their goals, regardless of whether those goals include a college degree or simply technical
training in their field, will allow them to succeed in a world where they are told that they
cannot. College and career readiness curriculum should be incorporated in every high school
in the United States. Empowering students to consider all of their options and giving them
the knowledge and skills they need to pursue their options will improve their own
livelihoods, as well as the economies in which they participate.
This workshop was successful on multiple levels. The increase in student scores and
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amazing student response, as well as the support from WCHS alumni who shared and
donated to the GoFundMe page, indicate that initiatives like these are valuable for rural
Appalachian students. As a future educator, I hope to see a future in which college and career
readiness is not just a “buzzword,” but a required (and fully funded) part of high school
curriculum. Whether I continue work as a teacher, move toward administration, or work in an
education-based non-profit, I aim to connect with rural Appalachian students in order to
increase their access to high quality postsecondary opportunities and, hopefully, improve
their lives. The Appalachian region is one of the most beautiful areas in the world; it is time
for us to give back to this community and rectify the injustices that are affecting it. Education
is the first step in achieving justice. Empowered students can change the world, and it is our
job to give them the inspiration and the tools that they need to do so.
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Webster County High School College and Career Readiness Workshop Post-Test
Circle the best answer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

True or False: You should wear business professional for every job interview, regardless of
position.
True or False: You should use the same resume for every position you apply for; this shows
consistency.
True or False: You should always send as many letters of recommendation as possible.
True or False: It doesn’t matter when you complete the FAFSA, as long as it is by the federal due
date.
True or False: You should blatantly request an interview in a cover letter.
True or False: If you are not working and not wearing anything that would associate you with your
company, you can’t be fired for what you post on social media.
True or False: If you and your parents can’t afford college, you shouldn’t apply.
True or False: You cannot receive more aid than the total cost of attendance at your school.
True or False: Extracurricular activities can be as important or even more important than your SAT
and ACT scores in the admissions process.
True or False: Admissions counselors will think highly of you if you use highly complicated and
advanced vocabulary.
True or False: You should keep your LinkedIn profile very basic and conservative.
True or False: You should only apply to schools that you are sure you can get into.
True or False: It is okay to exaggerate your experience and skills in a resume.
True or False: Color is never appropriate for resumes.
True or False: A cover letter should restate what you said in your resume.
Which of the following is best for students with a clear first choice school and high financial need?
A) Early Decision B) Early Action C) Regular Admissions D) Rolling Admissions

17.

How soon after an interview should you send a thank you email?
A) Within a week B) Within three days C) Within 24 hours D) You shouldn’t send one

18.

Which of the following types of financial aid has to be paid back?
A) Grants B) Work-study C) Scholarships D) Sallie Mae

19.

When choosing people to write letters of recommendation, which option is best?
A) A mix of academic and elective teachers B) Only academic teachers
C) only elective teachers D) a “high profile” person who may not know you very well

20.

Which of the following is not appropriate to include in a resume?
A) GPA B) References C) Leadership experience D) Extracurriculars

21.

Which of these is the most appropriate answer to “What is your greatest weakness?”
A) “I don’t have any.” B) your actual greatest weakness C) a weakness that is unrelated to work
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so they can’t use it for the interview D) a true weakness that you can overcome
22.

How often do you need to complete the FAFSA?
A) Every semester B) Once C) Every academic year that you are in college
D) Every time you or a family member changes jobs

23.

Which of these types of dress is appropriate to wear on a “Casual Friday” work day?
A) Casual B) Business Formal C) Black Tie D) Dressy Casual

24.

Which of the following is a binding application (meaning that if you get accepted, you must attend
that school)?
A) Early action B) Rolling admissions C) Early Decision D) None of the above

25.

Which type of resume is best for recent graduates with no job experience or people who are
changing professions?
A) Functional B) Chronological C) Combination D) It doesn’t matter

26.

With which type of loan does the government pay the interest while you are enrolled in school?
A) Direct subsidized B) Parent PLUS C) Direct Unsubsidized D) Private

27.

28.

On a scale of 1-5 (5 being most prepared), how prepared do you feel to pursue life after high
school?
1
2
3
4

5

Which of the following postsecondary options have you considered?
Military
University
Technical Schools
Distance/Online Education

29.

Do you feel as if your school will benefit from this workshop?
A) Yes
B) No
C) I’m not sure

30.

What do you feel most nervous about in regards to graduating high school? (Fill in the blank)
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Webster County High School College and Career Readiness Workshop
Post-Workshop Evaluations
Please rate the following, with (1) meaning strongly disagree, (2) meaning disagree, (3) meaning no
opinion or the same as before, (4) meaning agree, and (5) meaning strongly agree.
1

2

3

4

I felt like this workshop was well organized and
planned out.
The content of the workshop was applicable to
my own life.
I am more likely to apply to or attend college
than I was before this workshop.
I would recommend this workshop for other high
school seniors in my state.
I feel more prepared to pursue my goals after
high school.
I feel like this workshop benefitted myself and
my school.
If you could add any topic to the curriculum of this workshop, what would it be?

Were there any topics that you found irrelevant or unnecessary?

What activity or lesson did you find most valuable to your life?

Additional comments or questions:

Thank you for participating in this workshop! We hope you enjoyed your experience.

5
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